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An Analysis of the ‘Over1apping Consensus' in John Rawls: 
Morality in Political Theory 
Ryohei ITABASHI 
The Institute of Economic R田earch，Chuo University 
The purpose of this paper is to analyze the conception‘overlapping consensus' in Rawls's 
politi回1theory. 1 make itclear that there's been a Kantian moral principle of free and equal citizens. 
1 rebut the general views that Katian perspective be thrown away in Rawls's liberalism. 
Firstly， 1 study how overlapping consensus forms. There are two vi巴wsin this formation. One 
is‘仕anscendentview' and the other ‘irnmanent view'. The former is overlapping consensus forms 
independently of comprehensive doctrines. The latter is overlapping consensus is created from 
doc仕ines.Although Rawls espouses both of them， 1 suggest Rawls adopt ‘transcendent view'. 
Secondly， 1 indicate a stable overlapping consensus is cr回tedwhen moral principle is combined 
with the political conception of social cooperation between free and equal citizens. 
Finally， 1 analyze ‘reflective equilibrium' in Rawls. 1 demonstrat巴politicalconception forms by 
collating moral principle with public convictions. 
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